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Interpreting for foreign affairs is a recognized special field in the study of
interpreting. Generally concerned with the positions, policies and interests of a
country, translation for foreign affairs, whether it be interpreting or translating, is of
paramount importance to the vital interests and international image of the country
concerned and the livelihoods of its people. These specific characteristics bring about
great difficulties to interpreters. Although many researches have been made with an
aim to solve such difficulties, few of them are made to explore the root causes of
interpreting for foreign affairs from the perspectives of Cognitive Psychology and
Parisian Interpretive Theory of Interpreting. This thesis aims to analyze the key
problems interpreters encounter in interpreting for foreign affairs and put forward
solutions by exploring the characteristics of interpreting for foreign affairs.
This thesis starts by introducing basic notions and knowledge pertinent to this
study, including definition, modes and features of interpreting, and presents an
overview on previous research on interpreting from the perspectives of Cognitive
Psychology and Parisian Interpretive Theory of Interpreting. The Gile Model and the
Xiamen University Interpreting Training Model are also discussed and compared.
From Chapter Three, this thesis takes a closer look at Interpreting for Foreign
Affairs by analyzing characteristics of Interpreting for Foreign Affairs from different
angles, namely, its political tone, policy-based content, time-limited delivery and high
requirements for confidentiality. Comparison is made between translating for foreign
affairs and interpreting for foreign affairs so as to make the definition and features of
Interpreting for Foreign Affairs clearer. Then it probes into the difference of
translating for foreign affairs and interpreting for foreign affairs as well as features
and distinctness of consecutive interpreting for foreign affairs and simultaneous
interpreting for foreign affairs.














interpreting for foreign affairs. It elaborates on such difficulties in interpreting from
three aspects: language and culture, knowledge and skills, and communicative
situations. In terms of language and culture, there are difficulties in listening,
linguistic and cultural untranslatability, translation of proverbs and idioms as well as
poetry; in terms of knowledge and skills, difficulties are found in memory, note-taking,
background information, terminology, words with political nature as well as sensitive
words; in terms of situations, non-verbal communication, experience and expertise of
the speaker and other factors may exert an influence on interpreting for foreign affairs.
Through theoretical discussion of and empirical analysis for difficulties
mentioned above, the author proposes tactics and training skills of interpreting for
foreign affairs and offers two suggestions for improving interpreters’ performance
when facing the aforesaid difficulties from the perspective of interpreting education
and training: (1) make adjustments to the curriculum by intensifying Translation and
Chinese and adding psychological counseling courses; and (2) establish and maintain
glossary and terminology databases to improve training efficiency.
The conclusion of this study is that Cognitive Psychology and Parisian
Interpretive Theory of Interpreting not only help us explore the root causes of
common problems in interpreting for foreign affairs, but also contribute to working
out effective solutions to address such problems. Accordingly, this thesis lists a
number of targeted training skills and strategies.
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